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Key Issues 
 Patient Transfers between NICU & PICU 

 Task Manager set up 

 MAR Times and Tips for MAR set up 

 Patient Code Options 

Click here  What’s New in CST Cerner Help  

 

Topic 
Why Is It 
Important? 

Practice 

Access to CST Cerner 
 

 

There can be 
many reasons 
why you cannot 
access CST 
Cerner at Go-
Live  
 
 

If you cannot access CST Cerner at Go-Live: 

 Try restarting your computer  

 Find an At The Elbow Support (red shirt) and tell them your access is not working.  

 You can get help from the CST Learning team at the CST Hub (Room 1H15 - next to the gift shop) 
between 0800-1600 daily. The CST Learning Team will confirm outstanding training and next steps. 

 If you have access to CST Cerner from another live location (e.g. non-PHSA, infosys or VCH), you need to 
login to CST Cerner with that login and password (e.g. VCH\your username & VCH password NOT  
phsabc\username & password) 
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Pediatric Code 
Status Options 
 

Ensuring all 
Providers and 
Staff are able to 
view all 
information 
about current 
Code Status for 
patient 
encounter. 

All Staff to become familiar with Code Status orders, and where additional Code Status information displays 
within the CST Cerner.  
 
There are two orders for C&W Pediatric Code Status: 

 Code Status - Pediatric - Full Code 

 Code Status - Pediatric - Alternate Level of Intervention 
Note: They both live in the PED/NEO Code Status (Module) PowerPlan and can only be placed through this 
module. 
 
Nurses will find this in the Handoff Tool but this component is standardized across the board so would be 
available to all positions that have access to this component. Each position/profession may be seeing it under a 
different mPage.   
Providers will be able to see this on their workflow mPage as opposed to the handoff tool. 
Place or Update Patient’s Code Status 
 

Changing 
Medication 
Administration Times  
 
 

Nurses and 
other frontline 
staff may need 
to reschedule an 
upcoming single 
dose of 
medication or 
reschedule 
multiple doses of 
the same 

Nurses can reschedule one single dose of medication at a time. 
 
Refer to CST Cerner Help for the workflow on: 

 Rescheduling a Medication on the MAR 
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medication due 
to patient, 
clinical, or 
operational 
reasons. 

 
Pharmacists have to approve 
rescheduling multiple doses of a 
medication via a Medication Request 
 
Refer to CST Cerner Help for the 
workflow on: 

 Rescheduling Multiple Doses for the 
Same Medication 
 

Clerical – 
Bedboard 
 

Clerical staff may 
see an empty 
Bedboard and 
will need to add 
relevant units or 
clinics. 

 See CST Cerner Help topic: Add Units or Clinics to Bedboard 

ARO Screen 
(MRSA,VRE,CPO) 
 

Ensuring the 
right specimen is 
submitted for 
the order.   
 

Please refer to this table to help guide which specimen is to be sent for these specific orders:  
eLabHandbook 
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CW Patient  
              Transports 

Generating CW 
Patient 
Transport 
Tickets 

Use transport ticket for all CW transport :  
See: Complete and Print ED Patient Transport/Transfer Documentation 

Patient transfers 
between NICU and PICU  

Patient Transfer 
Workflows 
between NICU 
and PICU 

NICU to PICU Admission Inter-facility Transfer Workflow 
 
PICU to NICU Admission Inter-facility Transfer Workflows  
 

Blood Culture 
                Collection 

Blood Culture 
Orders 

Blood culture orders are based on patient weight/age algorithms.  
 

See: Order a Pediatric Blood Culture Request 

Reminder to 
follow up with receiving 
department for STAT 
orders  

Reminder to 
follow up with 
receiving 
department for 
STAT orders  

 Please continue with follow-up call to receiving department, as per regular process 
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 Spinal 
Precautions 
Documentation   

Documenting 
spinal 
precautions in 
consistent 
sections of 
Cerner 
contributes to 
accurate 
documentation 
and 
communication. 
 

 Spinal precautions are documented in iView under Musculoskeletal > Neck > Spinal Precautions  
 

 Relevant devices are documented under 
Musculoskeletal > Neck > 
Special Orthopedic Devices 
 
Communicate with the rest of 
the care team using Team 
Communication (Discoverable) 

and Situational Awareness & Planning 
 
See CST Cerner Help for more information: 
Team Communication (Discoverable) 
 

 Task 
Management  

Regularly 
managing Tasks 
(i.e. 
documenting 
completed Tasks 
as “Done” or 
documenting 

During Your Shift: 
Document Tasks as “Done” when you complete the action (e.g. insert peripheral IV catheter, administer 
acetaminophen) and relevant documentation. 
 
Document Tasks as “Not Done” if the patient or family declines the care. 
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refused Tasks as 
“Not Done”) 
keeps the Task 
List accurate and 
reflective of 
completed 
patient care and 
tasks that are yet 
to be performed. 
 

Engage in “task hygiene” and ensure that your Task List is up-to-date, including clearing tasks known to be 
completed from previous shifts. 
 
Refer to CST Cerner Help for the following workflows: 
- Manage Tasks from CareCompass (recommended) 
- Manage Tasks from Single Patient Task List 
- Manage Tasks from Multi-Patient Task List 
 
At Handover: 
Clear overdue medication tasks by rescheduling them, or charting “Not Done” or “Not Given” with an 
explanation. 
- Manage Overdue Medication Tasks (Nurses) 
- Clear Overdue Tasks for Discontinued Medications (Nurses) 
 
Note: You can view completed Tasks by following this CST Cerner Help workflow: 
Display Completed Tasks in Single Patient Task List 
 

Placing lab 
specimen orders at CST-
CERNER live sites – 
AMBULATORY CLINICS 
(unit collect) 

Live clinics MUST 
place lab 
specimen orders 
using CST-
CERNER 

Laboratory will ONLY accept specimens with electronic orders placed in CST CERNER.  

 For live clinics who COLLECT their own lab specimen, place the electronic order in CST CERNER.  

 For many lab orders, CERNER generated paper requisitions are not required and will not print. 

 If a paper requisition prints, complete the required sections and send it to the lab with the specimen. 
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Placing lab 
specimen orders at CST-
CERNER live sites – 
SENDING PATIENTS TO 
LABS FOR BLOODWORK 
 

Live clinics MUST 
place lab 
specimen orders 
using CST-
CERNER 

For bloodwork to be collected at the outpatient blood collection lab, providers MUST place a “Future Order” 
for bloodwork in CST-CERNER. This will generate a printed requisition that MUST be given to the patient to 
bring to the blood collection lab. Lab will activate the order when the patient arrives.  
 
Only clinics using the CW CERNER system should use the paper CW specimen requisition form. NB: Results for 
live and non-live clinics will only be viewable in CST Cerner. 
 

Intakes & Outputs 

 

Know how to 
document 
accurate daily Ins 
+ Outs in CST 
Cerner 

Reminder to review area specific practices as variability may exist. 
See CST Cerner Help for documenting Intakes + Outputs 
Document Intake & Output (I&O) 
Document Intake & Output for ED Patients 
Administer Continuous Infusions  
Administer Intermittent IV 
Administer Titratable Infusions 
Administer Oxytocin Titratable Infusion 
Administer Heparin Infusion 
Administer Insulin Infusion 
Document Urine Output Calculations 
Document Emesis (Nurses) 
Document Blood Collected Volume 

Getting the CST support 
you need 

Help is available to 
you! 
 

Ask support staff in your area for help: 
 

RED SHIRT  GREEN SHIRT 

May be a peer mentor/at the elbow 
support (ATES)  

Technical Help 
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or 
A consultant/ATES  
 
They are all here to help you and know 

Cerner well. 

 
If you cannot find RED SHIRT help, please use Zoom Support – available 24/7: 
1. Access via Launchpad (“CST Support” button) - on site only 
2. Access icon via Citrix Storefront ("CW CST Go-live Zoom Support") - on site and off-site 
 

Patient Safety 
Alert:  
 
Ad hoc/PRN Short Acting 
insulin required in 
addition to Long acting 

Updating on the 
workflow  

Provider will place Powerplan for the long acting insulin, which includes orders of monitoring blood sugars. 
Once the blood sugar results are available the nurse is to contact the provider to then place ad hoc orders for 
the short acting insulin 

Omnicell login access & 
training 
 

 

With CST Cerner 
live, every 
Omnicell user 
requires updated 
fingerprinting and 
updated 
login/user ID 

Please check your access to Omnicell at the beginning of your shift. 

In-person support at the HUB to address user access and workflow queries: Mon 28th to 2nd Mar, 0800-1500 

 
To login to Omnicell, logins have changed and are different from Cerner login:  

 Nursing/non-providers: use H plus 6 digit employee ID number e.g. H012345 

 Medical Staff/providers: use college ID only e.g 012345. 
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format to access 
Omnicell.  

Reminder: Omnicell user access is for CW staff. Please do not add non-CW staff as Omnicell users 
Omnicell User Access Tip Sheet available here: Omnicell User Access Tip Sheet 
Omnicell additional training available:  
eLearning Printing medication labels (15 min)  
video Troubleshooting label printer (2 min) 

Omnicell labels: Pause 
while you print! 
 

 

Medication label 
needs to print 
properly from 
Omnicell for 
proper scanning 
for closed loop 
medication 
management.  
 
Pulling the label 
before it is done 
printing will cause 
tearing and jam 
the printer 

To get a proper label: 

 A label will print from the Omnicell with the patient’s name and MRN and the medication removed. 
The barcode that appears on the label is for the product and not for the patient’s specific dose.  

 
Pause to allow the Omnicell to cut the label.  

 Listen for the cutting sound from the printer 

 Pulling the label may result in a label jam. 

Intakes & Outputs 

 

Know how to 
document 
accurate daily ins 
+ outs in CST 
Cerner 

Reminder to review area specific practices as variability may exist. 
  
See CST Cerner Help for documenting Intakes + Outputs 
Document Intake & Output (I&O) 
Document Intake & Output for ED Patients 
Administer Continuous Infusions  
Administer Intermittent IV 
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Administer Titratable Infusions 
Administer Oxytocin Titratable Infusion 
Administer Heparin Infusion 
Administer Insulin Infusion 
 
Document Urine Output Calculations 
Document Emesis (Nurses) 
Document Blood Collected Volume 

Position Picker to switch 
between roles  

If you switch 
between roles, 
you need to 
switch CST Cerner 
position because 
each position has 
different access, 
appearance and 
functionality. 

To change your CST Cerner Position – see Position Picker on CST Cerner Help for instructions  

Set a default printer / Add 
a favourite printer   

Setting a default 
printer speeds up 
printing 

Set Default Printer from the Patient’s Chart 
 
Set Favorite Printers when Reprinting Documents and/or Labels 

Patient transfer (internal) 
 

Accurate 
documentation 
and continuity of 
care in correct 
patient encounter. 

For patients who are transferred within the facility (e.g. T7 to T6 of BCCH): Providers and all nurses, patient care 
coordinators/nurse coordinators use the Bed Transfer Request and Transfer workflows to ensure the patient 
information and documentation continues within the correct encounter.  
 
See CST Cerner Help topic Transfer (Inpatient and Tertiary Mental Health) for workflow details.  
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http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Devices%2FPrinters%2FSet_Default_Printer_from_the_Patient_s_Chart.htm&rhsearch=favourites%20printer&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Applications%2FRegistration_Apps%2FPM_Office%2FSet_Favourites_when_Reprinting_Documents_and_Labels.htm%23bc-1&rhsearch=favourites%20printer&rhsyns=%20&rhtocid=_7_9_1
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Workflows%2FInpatient%2FAdmission_Transfer_Discharge%2FTransfer_(Inpatient_and_Tertiary_Mental_Health).htm&rhsearch=transfer&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=transfer
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Note: transfers between BCW NICU and BCCH have variability. Please review specific workflows for your area 
(e.g. BCW NICU to BCCH PICU; BCW NICU to BCCH inpatient) 
 

Printing from Powerchart 
using Medical Record 
Request - use appropriate 
encounter  
 

Printing of patient 
information from 
appropriate 
encounter 

When printing portions of the patient record (ie to share for continuity of care for non-Cerner site), use 
Medical Record Request (MRR).  
 
Staff using this functionality need to use the RIGHT Encounter:  
 

 
 
Tips:  

1. Nothing can be printed via MRR from a Historical Encounter. 
2. If on an Inpatient, Recurring or Outpatient Encounter, results with ‘external encounter’ prefix cannot 

print. 
3. If on an ‘External Results encounter, only those templates showing ‘External Encounter’ in the prefix 

will be able to print.  
 
See CST Cerner Help: Print or Fax…Using Medical Record Request (MRR) and Print or Fax a single Document 
Using MRR 

ECG orders must be 
entered in Cerner  

To ensure the 
correct, medically 

All ECG orders should be entered in CST Cerner.  

 Follow the step by step instructions on the placard on the carts on how to pull up the order in MUSE 

mailto:CSTcw@cw.bc.ca
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t%3DWhats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm=&t=CST_Cerner_Help.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart%2FDocumentation%2FPrint_or_Fax_all_Documents_Associated_to_a_Specified_Template_using_MRR.htm&rhsearch=printing&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=printing
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart%2FDocumentation%2FPrint_or_Fax_a_Single_Document_Using_Medical_Record_Request_(MRR).htm&rhsearch=printing&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart%2FDocumentation%2FPrint_or_Fax_a_Single_Document_Using_Medical_Record_Request_(MRR).htm&rhsearch=printing&rhsyns=%20
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indicated 
diagnostics are 
happening on the 
correct patient. 
 

 Orders must be in Cerner for the ECG result to come back from the Muse Cart 

 Running repeat ECGs is contraindicated. If the tracing quality is not adequate, please reject the tracing 
and try again.  

 The Cardiac Technologists are available to assist with all inpatient ECGs and reviewing workflow Mon-
Fri, 0800-1600 

see CST Cerner Help:   
Place ECG Orders and View Results (ED)   
Place ECG Orders and View Results (Inpatient)   
After Hours ECG Workflow (Nursing) 

Print labels at the right 
time  

Pre-printing labels 
can cause 
problems with 
accuracy of lab 
results  

Punctual Printing: 

 Do not pre-print labels (e.g. cord blood gases). 

 Pre-printing labels using clinical collect results in an inaccurate (old) time stamp by the time at time of 
receipt by lab. 

Lab collection times and 
desired draw time  

 

Ensure lab 
collections occur 
at the required 
time 

CW lab collection times (lab rounding) has not changed: 

 If using routine priority: do not change the collection time in the order 

 If blood draw needs to be done at a specific time, select timed priority 

 If blood draw is stat or urgent use the stat or urgent priority respectively 

See CST Cerner Help for Laboratory Specimen Collection Priorities on how to order timed bloodwork and CST 
Cerner Helpful Tips for Ordering Labs 

mailto:CSTcw@cw.bc.ca
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t%3DWhats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm=&t=CST_Cerner_Help.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart/Orders/Cardio/Place_ECG_Orders_and_View_Results_%28ED%29.htm&rhsearch=ECG&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=ECG
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart/Orders/Cardio/Place_ECG_Orders_and_View_Results_%28ED%29.htm&rhsearch=ECG&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=ECG
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart/Orders/Cardio/Place_ECG_Orders_and_View_Results_%28Inpatient%29.htm&rhsearch=ECG&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=ECG
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart/Orders/Cardio/Place_ECG_Orders_and_View_Results_%28Inpatient%29.htm&rhsearch=ECG&rhsyns=%20&rhhlterm=ECG
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart/Orders/Cardio/Order_ECG_After_Hours_Management_%28Cardiology_Nurse%29.htm&rhsearch=ecg%20after%20hours&rhhlterm=ecg%20after%20hours&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/?fbclid=IwAR1sHAvFvi2D18HYf6pltk0vXa7uA-TsVz0kt9zHFT3qhCDC98QJxtlk96Q
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/?fbclid=IwAR1sHAvFvi2D18HYf6pltk0vXa7uA-TsVz0kt9zHFT3qhCDC98QJxtlk96Q
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Labels for Labs 
& using Clinical 
Connect  
 

Incorrect labelling 
delays processing 
and results 

  

Correct lab and printing of 
specimens is outlined in CST Cerner 
Help. Place labels lengthwise in a 
straight line with the patient name 
under on the top & leave a visible 
window to see the specimen.    

 
For more details, see CST Cerner 
Help for Sunquest Clinical Collect 
Workflow 
Check out the 10 min eLearning 
module all about Clinical Collect: CST 
Cerner - Introduction to Sunquest 
Clinical [course ID# 21191]  
 

Parenteral Nutrition 
Triple Lumen orders 

An interim process 
is required to 
place a parenteral 
nutrition triple 
lumen order 

CST-CERNER does not have an option to order triple lumen access parenteral nutrition orders (e.g., 1 bag, 2 
syringes) 
When documenting the parenteral nutrition, the provider must: 

 Provider to select 1 bag, 1 syringe option from parenteral nutrition order dropdown  

 Document 2nd syringe under additional notes or comments, provider indicates "provide additional 
syringe (total = 1 bag + 2 syringe)" 

 Pharmacy will add a comment on the Medication Administration Record to identify that a second 
syringe was provided for administration. 

See the Practice Update for more information:  
Triple Lumen Parenteral Nutrition Orders: NICU   28 Feb 2022 

mailto:CSTcw@cw.bc.ca
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t%3DWhats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm=&t=CST_Cerner_Help.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Applications%2FRegistration_Apps%2FLabel_Lab_Specimens.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Applications%2FRegistration_Apps%2FLabel_Lab_Specimens.htm
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#t=Applications%2FClinical_Collect%2FSunquest_Clinical_Collect_Workflow_(PHC_and_LGH_ICU).htm&rhsearch=lab%20label&rhhlterm=lab%20label&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#t=Applications%2FClinical_Collect%2FSunquest_Clinical_Collect_Workflow_(PHC_and_LGH_ICU).htm&rhsearch=lab%20label&rhhlterm=lab%20label&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#t=Applications%2FClinical_Collect%2FSunquest_Clinical_Collect_Workflow_(PHC_and_LGH_ICU).htm&rhsearch=lab%20label&rhhlterm=lab%20label&rhsyns=%20
https://learninghub.phsa.ca/Courses/21191/cst-cerner-introduction-to-sunquest-clinical-collect
https://learninghub.phsa.ca/Courses/21191/cst-cerner-introduction-to-sunquest-clinical-collect
https://learninghub.phsa.ca/Courses/21191/cst-cerner-introduction-to-sunquest-clinical-collect
http://policyandorders.cw.bc.ca/resource-gallery/Documents/CST/Triple%20Lumen%20Parenteral%20Nutrition%20Orders%20CW%20CST%20Practice%20Update.pdf
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Access to formula after 
1730H  
 

A new order field 
is available to 
order formula for 
patients from 
1730-0930H.    
 

o The formula room is closed after 1700H.  A new order field is available to order infant and pediatric formulas 
from 1700H-0930H. 

o Infant formula and enteral formula are available in ready to serve containers, frozen aliquots, or to mix from 
powder.  Only a subset of calorie concentrations are available.   

 Use After Hours Formula (pediatric or infant) to select a feed 

 After placing the order, an entry must be made using Transport Tracker to alert Porter Services to 
access the formula and transport to patient.  

 See the Procedure for more information:  
               Ordering & Accessing Formula After Hours   
 

For Live Clinics- Remove 
Labels from printer tray 

When printing 
from powerchart, 
it may go to the 
label sheet tray as 
its automated to 
print to any tray. 

Remove the label sheets from the printer trays (e.g. printing from formfast) 
 
Label sheets are not required as the labels will be printing to a CST dedicated label printer 

 

mailto:CSTcw@cw.bc.ca
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t%3DWhats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm=&t=CST_Cerner_Help.htm
http://policyandorders.cw.bc.ca/resource-gallery/Documents/CST/Ordering%20Accessing%20Formula%20After%20Hours%20CST%20Practice%20Update.pdf

